From observations of colloidal tracer particles in fibrin undergoing gelation, we introduce an 2 analytical framework that allows determination of the probability density function (PDF) for 3 a stochastic process beyond fractional Brownian motion. Using passive microrheology via 4 videomicroscopy, mean square displacements (MSD) of tracer particles suspended in fibrin at 5 different ageing times are obtained. The anomalous diffusion is then described by a damped 6 white noise process with memory, with analytical results closely matching experimental plots 7 of MSD and PDF. We further show that the white noise functional stochastic approach 8 applied to passive microrheology reveals the existence of a gelation parameter µ which 9 elucidates the dynamics of constrained tracer particles embedded in a time dependent soft 10 material. This study offers experimental insights on the ageing of fibrin gels while presenting 11 a white noise functional stochastic approach that could be applied to other systems exhibiting 12 non-Markovian diffusive behavior. 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 1
INTRODUCTION
scanned at the middle portion of the glass slide and cover slip interface in order to minimize 1 interactions with the cover slip. Videos were recorded with a CCD camera (Watec WAT-2 902H) at a frame rate of 25 frames per second for one minute (1500 frames) at different 3 ageing times. The ageing time, t , is defined to be the time interval starting from the addition 4 of thrombin to recording each video which is a slight modification of the definition of 5 Houghton et al. (27) . The movies of the changing positions of the diffusing colloidal probe 6 particles were then analyzed using Trackpy v0.4.1 which is a Python package for particle 7 tracking and a full description can be found online (28) . Based on the trajectories of the 8 colloidal tracer particles suspended in the sample we calculated the mean square 9 displacement at different ageing times (t 1 = 6 min, t 2 = 15 min, t 3 = 20 min, t 4 = 10 25 min, t 5 = 35 min, t 6 = 40 min, and t 7 = 60 min). All measurements were performed at 11 a room temperature of 20 o C and the experiment was repeated four times using a fresh sample 12 of reconstituted fibrin. To provide insights on the anomalous diffusion of tracer particles embedded in fibrin, we 16 introduce a damped white noise process with memory for analyzing the modes of diffusive 17 behavior valid for different gelation stages or ageing times. Guided by insights from the use 18 of different memory kernels for stochastic processes in biological systems (29, 30), we 19 parametrize the fluctuating position ( ) of the tracer particle as, 20 ( ) = 0 + ∫ ( − ) ( −1)/2 (− /2 ) ( +1)/2 0 ( ) .
(1)
21
Here, ( ) is the white noise random variable, i.e., ( ) = ( )/ , with ( ) an ordinary
22
Brownian motion (31). The factor, (− /2 )/ ( +1)/2 , dampens the white noise variable, the current time = . Parameters and have adjustable values depending on the system 1 being studied.
2
As parametrized by Eq. 1, the fluctuating position of the probe particle can be 3 anywhere at some later time . To satisfy the boundary condition of observed position ( ) 4 as the point , the Donsker delta function (31) constraint is applied, 
where,
The is a normalization factor and the exponential is responsible for the Gaussian fall-off.
13
Expressing the delta function in terms of its Fourier representation we have, 
The integral over is a Gaussian integral which yields a probability density function (PDF) 4 ( , ; 0 , 0) given by,
6 where we used Eq. 3.471.3 of reference (32) for integration over . Here, Γ( ) is the gamma 7 function, and is the position of a diffusing tracer particle at time . As can be shown, this 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1 To obtain insights into the structure of fibrin networks as they evolve over time, we used 2 passive particle tracking of a fluctuating probe particle at different ageing times (from 3 t 1 = 6 min to t 7 = 60 min) defined as the time interval starting from the addition of thrombin 4 to the start of each video recording. A sample trajectory of a probe particle embedded in 5 fibrin taken 20 minutes after the addition of thrombin is shown in Figure 1 . Let us now analytically address the underlying mechanism of the anomalous diffusion 1 of probe particles when the fibrin networks evolve in time. We start by noting that if we use 2 fractional Brownian motion (fBm) with an MSD of the form, < Δ 2 ( ) >~ , its log-log 3 plot is always a straight line which fails overall to capture a curved empirical MSD (see Fig. 4 S1 in the Supporting Material). With fBm, as seen in Figure 3 , one needs to change from a 5 value of ≈ 0.9 to ≈ 0.6 to match an empirical MSD as one goes from shorter to longer lag 6 times . This change to a lower value of at longer lag time scales, however, indicates that 7 another process is observed that possibly arises due to the presence of network structures in 8 the sample constraining the motion of the embedded tracer particles.
9
Going beyond fBm, however, a damped white noise process with memory described 10 by Eqs. 7 to 9, more naturally captures the behavior of tracer particles for different ageing 11 times as shown in Figure 4 . For each ageing time, a good match for the empirical and 12 theoretical MSD's is obtained with fixed values of and µ as one goes from shorter to longer 13 lag times , unlike that of fBm where has to change (see, e.g., Fig. 3 ). Moreover, across 14 different ageing times, the same value of = 0.05 s is used, while parameter µ decreases in 15 value as the sample ages (see Table 1 and Figure 5 ). This suggests that µ may be identified as 16 an ageing or gelation parameter for fibrin networks as time progresses. The theoretical graphs memory can robustly describe the dynamics of the embedded tracer particles constrained by 1 network structure in the sample. Furthermore, the experiments were also repeated for 2 different fibrinogen concentrations and the damped white noise process with memory seems 3 to capture the overall behavior of the empirical MSDs (see Fig. S2 in the Supporting 4 Material).
5
To have a better insight on the role of parameter , we can expand the exponential in 6
Eq. 9 and write the MSD alternatively as, Table 1 . 
